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a b s t r a c t

It is difficult to observe the potential risks of lifting or turn-over operations in the early stages before a
real operation. Therefore, many dynamic simulations have been designed to predict the risks and to
reduce the possibility of accidents. These simulations, however, have usually been performed for pre-
determined and fixed scenarios, so they do not reflect the real-time control of an operator that is one of
the most important influential factors in an operation; additionally, lifting or turn-over operations should
be a collaboration involving more than two operators. Therefore, this study presents an integrated
method for a collaborative simulation that allows multiple workers to operate together in the virtual
world. The proposed method is composed of four components. The first component is a dynamic analysis
that is based on multibody-system dynamics. The second component is VR (virtual reality) for the
generation of realistic views for the operators. The third component comprises the control devices and
the scenario generator to handle the crane in the virtual environment. Lastly, the fourth component is
the HLA (high-level architecture)-based integrated simulation interface for the convenient and efficient
exchange of the data through the middleware. To show the applicability of the proposed method, it has
been applied to a block turn-over simulation for which one floating crane and two crawler cranes were
used, and an offshore module installation for which a DCR (dual-crane rig) was used. In conclusion, the
execution of the proposed method of this study is successful regarding the above two applications for
which multiple workers were involved.
© 2019 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

In a shipyard, a ship is constructed by joining its parts inside
the dock after its division into a number of blocks that are then
assembled. Recently, the weight and size of the assembly blocks
have increased. The majority of these mega blocks weigh from
approximately 1000 tons to 3000 tons (Cha et al., 2010b). Due to
the huge weights, more than two cranes are often required. Fig. 1
shows an example of a block turn-over operation for which one

floating crane and two crawler cranes are used. Multiple crane
operators work together in the real world; however, most of the
conducted simulations are fixed scenarios, as shown in Fig. 2,
which neglect the impact of the operators. Therefore, collabora-
tive simulation considering the impact of the multiple operators
are required.

Meanwhile, for the convenience of the installation, the offshore
structures are usually divided into several modules weighing from
3000 tons to over 20,000 tons (Lee, 2011). During the installation
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process, large offshore cranes and a barge ship need to work
together. Fig. 3 shows an offshore module installation for which a
dual-crane rig and a barge ship were used. Before the operation, the
safety should be checked using a dynamic simulation with fixed
scenarios, as shown in Fig. 4. It remains difficult, however, to
simulate the risks that may be caused by workers’ operations for
the purpose of evaluation; therefore, this study presents an inte-
grated method for a collaborative dynamic-analysis simulation,
which allows multiple workers to operate together in the virtual
world.

2. Related studies

An airport ground-service visualization collaborative-
simulation program using the 3D (three-dimensional) VR (virtual
reality) editing software “VirTools” based on the HLA (high-level
architecture) was developed (Bo et al., 2011). Civil-airport service
includes many kinds of services, and in this work, the main focus of
the collaborative simulation comprises the lift-car terminal,
baggage-car terminal, and roaming terminal. For their integration,
the simulation members released and ordered the data using the
RTI (runtime infrastructure) system; however, the dynamic analysis
was not considered for the simulation.

Li et al. (2012) developed an integrated platform for a
collaborative virtual-maintenance operation and the training of
complex equipment. For reusability and extensibility, the design
and development of the platform is also HLA-based, but the
dynamic analysis is again not considered because of the training-
based simulation purpose and the direct tracking of the operator
motion.

Belmonte et al. (2010) studied the management of VR devices
as federate resources in an HLA-based virtual world. This
approach has been applied as a framework for the building of
simulators for civil-engineering training workers. All of the
simulation control devices are virtual, and the underwater robot is
not controlled by a physical device. The trainee wears a pair of
data gloves with infrared markers to control the robot. For this
work, both physical analysis and collaboration have not been
considered.

Cha et al. (2012) developed a VR-based fire-training simulator,
which provides a range of second-hand experiences to the gen-
eral public or inexperienced firefighters or commanders so they
can make prompt decisions as well as safe and organized re-
sponses in an actual fire. To effectively achieve this training goal,

Fig. 1. Block turn-over operation using one floating crane and two crawler cranes.

Fig. 2. Fixed-scenario simulation of a block turn-over.
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it is crucial to reliably express fire dynamics as realistic graphics
with the help of CFAST (consolidated model of fire and smoke
transport), which is widely used to precisely predict the behav-
iors of fluid phenomena. Even VR technology and a dynamic
analysis were considered for this work, but collaboration and the
HLA were not included.

There are several applications in the ship, naval, and marine
areas, respectively. Ueng et al. (2008) developed a simulation
system for ship motions, which could simulate the motions of
ships under the influences of waves, wind, currents, and the in-
ternal forces of the ships. While this work connected VR and
analysis directly, it is not a collaborative simulation. In Tozzi et al.
(2014) and Longo et al. (2015), dynamic analyses and VR were
included, and HLA was used to connect every simulation compo-
nent; however, again, these two studies did not consider a
collaborative operation.

Yu et al. (2017) also used VR and a dynamic analysis, and
proposed efficient data-transmission technology as well as the
coordinate-transformation method for the collaborative simu-
lation of an ROV (remote-operated vehicle) and an offshore
crane. The ROV and crane operator, however, did not concur-
rently work together due to the work procedure; therefore, it
could not be regarded as a collaborative simulation in the true
sense.

To overcome the limitations of the other studies, a dynamic
analysis and VR are simultaneously included in the present study.
In addition, they are applied to an HLA-based collaborative simu-
lation in shipbuilding and offshore installation.

3. Implementation of the four components for the
collaborative simulation

Firstly, we define the components for the collaborative simula-
tion. After that, we will explain the implementation of each
component in detail.

3.1. Overview of the collaborative simulation

Fig. 5 shows the definition of the simulation components for the
collaborative simulation.

The crane operator generally sends the control signal by using
joysticks, levers, and buttons (Fig. 5-(1). The control signals or
events control is transmitted to the realistic motion (Fig. 5-(2), (3)).
The motion (Fig. 5-(4)) usually obtained by solving the equations of
motion is sent to the view of the crane operator for realistic visu-
alization (Fig. 5-(5)). Therefore, we can define four simulation
components for the collaborative simulation such as controllers,
multibody system dynamics, integrated simulation interface, and
VR. The system configuration of these simulation components is
depicted in Fig. 6. The detailed explanation of these components
will be given in the following sections.

Fig. 3. Offshore module installation using dual-crane rig and barge ship.

Fig. 4. Simulation of offshore module installation with fixed scenarios.
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Fig. 5. Definition of the simulation components for collaborative simulation.

Fig. 6. System configuration of collaborative simulation.
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3.2. Dynamic analysis based on multibody system dynamics

Several dynamic analysis tools such as OrcaFlex, SIMA, and
MOSES have been widely used in ships and offshore structures.
However, a crane is composed of many bodies that are connected
by joints and wire ropes, and they mutually affect each other as the
parts of amultibody system. It is difficult to apply the Newton-Euler
equation directly in the case of the existing constraints and
constraint force; therefore, to solve the motional equations of the
multibody system, multibody system dynamics are required. The
typical multibody-dynamics formulations include the augmented
formulation (Shabana, 2010), the embedding technique (Cha et al.,
2010a, 2010c), the recursive Newton-Euler formulation
(Featherstone, 2008; Ku and Roh, 2015), and the discrete Euler-
Lagrange equation (Ham et al., 2015; Lacoursiere, 2007). In this
study, the in-house program of the authors’ laboratory, developed
over five years, is used for the dynamic analysis of the multibody
system.

Meanwhile, the movements are induced by various external
forces. Especially, the floating-crane and barge-ship motional ana-
lyses should involve a consideration of the hydrodynamic and hy-
drostatic forces. The formulation of Cummins (1962) can be used
for the description of the hydrodynamic force that can be divided
into the following two parts: The wave-exciting force, which is
exerted by the incident wave, and the wave radiation force that is
generated by the floater motion.

3.3. Virtual reality

The purpose of VR is the provision of realistic operator views.

The environment and objects of VR should be modeled so that the
operators feel like they are in a real workplace. Various crane
models are employed by the professional 3D computer-graphics
program “3D Studio Max,” published by Autodesk. The models of
the blocks and the modules are imported from the CAD (Computer-
Aided Design) system of the ship according to the type conversion.
For a more realistic effect, touch-up and texture mapping are per-
formed on these models. There are several VR software such as
Unity3D, VirTools, 3DVIA Sudio, Quest, Unreal Engine, and so on.
Among them, Unity3D (2017), the most widely used VR software in
the world, is used to support the realism of the sky, sun, and sea.

3.4. Control device

Traditionally, the operators’ control has been ignored in the
dynamic analysis. A fixed scenario, which always gives the same
result, has typically been executed for the dynamic analysis. The
operator proficiency and operation, however, are also very impor-
tant factors that affect the analysis. If the operators are involved in
the simulation, different simulation results can be generated with
every execution. Fig. 7 shows the comparison between the tradi-
tional dynamic analysis and the operation-involved dynamic
simulation.

In this study, the joystick and the HMD (head mount display)
were used. The joystick is the control signal to hoist the crane wire
ropes up and down, while the HMD can track the real operator-
head movements, and broadcasts the operator viewpoints to the
VR.

Meanwhile, the control-device signals are meaningless to the
other components on the first occasion. The joystick-signal value,

Fig. 7. Comparison between the traditional dynamic analysis and the operation-involved dynamic simulation.
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for example, is in the region from - 1.0 to 1.0, and it serves as the
basis for the user's setting of the hoisting speed of the crane wire
rope. In the case of numerous control devices, to the individual
establishment of the meanings of every signal requires a lot of time
and effort; therefore, a scenario generator is necessary to interpret
the signals.

3.5. Integrated simulation interface

The three components of the dynamic analysis, VR, and con-
trol devices should be integrated in a single simulation. The
control devices send signals to the dynamic analysis. The analysis
results are also transmitted to the VR to change the positions and
orientations. The workers control the joystick according to the VR
scene; however, the above-mentioned components are not easily
integrated together because of the respective development pur-
poses and environments. Therefore, an integrated simulation
interface for the efficient and convenient integration of the
different components in one system is required.

The proposed integrated simulation interface consists of an
integrated simulation middleware that is for the transference of
data to the others via the network, and adapters that are plugged
into each component to connect it with the middleware. The
convenience of the addition of new simulation components is
shown in Fig. 8, wherein the adapter is easily connected to the
middleware.

To implement the integrated simulation middleware, this study
adopts HLA, which is an open international standard, developed by
SISC (Simulation Interoperability Standards Committee) (2000).
HLA is an architecture that enables several simulation systems to
work together. This is called interoperability. For interoperability,
HLA defines the following concepts.

- Runtime Infrastructure (RTI): It is a piece of software that pro-
vides the HLA services. One of them is to send the right data to
the right receiver.

- Federate: It is a system connecting to the RTI, typically a simu-
lator. Each federate can model any number of objects in a
simulation.

- Federation: It covers all the federates, the RTI that they connect
to and the FOM that they use. This is the group of systems that
interoperate.

- Federation Object Model (FOM): It is a file that contains a
description of the data exchange in the federation.

- Simulation Object model (SOM): It describes what information
one particular federate can publish and subscribe.

Although the HLA is an architecture, not software, use of
runtime infrastructure (RTI) software is required to support op-
erations of a federation execution. The RTI software provides a
set of services, as defined by the federate interface specification,
used by federates to coordinate operations and data exchange
during runtime execution. Most of the RTI support C, Cþþ or Java,
only very few RTI support C#. Not only RTI but also an object
model editor is required, which can help us to develop the FOM
and SOM correctly. Therefore, we use RACoN (The RTI abstraction
component for. NET, 2007) which is an open-source library that
deals with the HLA RTI level communication in order to access
the federation-wide execution. The RACoN provides the. NET
wrapper classes for the RTI and RTI-specific data structures. The
RACoN developer also provides the HLA object model editor
named SimGe (simulation generator), which is intended to
generate code automatically for HLA-based distributed simula-
tions. Fig. 9 shows an example of collaborative simulation using
the HLA/RTI.

Fig. 10 shows the operational workings of the adapter in the
simulation. At first, each adapter joins the simulation by running
the simulation execution (Fig. 10-(1)). In this example, the VR
adapter obtains the data from the dynamic analysis; therefore, the
adapter for the dynamic analysis publishes its attribute, and the VR
adapter subscribes the data from the dynamic analysis (Fig. 10-(2),
(3)). When the control device sends the interactions (Fig. 10-(4)),
this interaction will be delivered to the analysis federate that sub-
scribes its outputs (Fig. 10-(5)). Then, the analysis requests the

Fig. 8. Addition of new simulation components by using the integrated simulation interface.

Fig. 9. Example of collaborative simulation using the HLA/RTI.
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Fig. 10. The adapter-operation procedure.

Table 1
Summary of the related works and this study.

Related works Collaborative simulation Dynamic analysis VR Integrated
Method

Applications

Bo et al. (2011) O X O HLA Simulation of civil-aircraft ground services
Li et al. (2012) O X O HLA Collaborative maintenance training of complex equipment
Belmonte et al. (2010) X X O HLA Simulation of underwater robot
Cha et al. (2012) X O(CFAST) O Direct Fire-drill training
Ueng et al. (2008) X O(In-house) O Direct Ship-motion analysis
Tozzi et al. (2014) X O(SAND) O HLA Evaluation of naval operations
Longo et al. (2015) X O(In-house) O HLA Marine-port training
Yu et al. (2017) △ O(SESAM þ Vortex) O HLA ROV and offshore-crane operation
This study O O(In-house) O HLA Simulation of shipbuilding and offshore installation

Table 2
Principal dimensions of the floating crane, the crawler crane, and the block.

Items Floating crane Crawler crane Block

Capacity (C) or Weight (W) 1,800 tons (C) 900 tons (C) 350 tons (W)
Length x Breadth x Height 62m� 27m x 71 m 21m� 17m x 65 m 34m� 27m x 11m

X. Li et al. / International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering 11 (2019) 699e722 705



Fig. 11. Block turn-over operation in real and virtual worlds.

Fig. 12. Simulation components for a block turn-over operation.
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attribute-value update (Fig. 10-(6)) and provides this update for the
VR (Fig. 10-(7)). When the value is updated in VR (Fig. 10-(8)), the
analysis federate will receive a response (Fig. 10-(9)) and request a
time advance (Fig. 10-(10)).

4. Collaborative-simulation applications in shipbuilding and
offshore installation

The representative collaborative-simulation applications in
shipbuilding and offshore installation are the block turn-over

operation and the offshore module installation, respectively. In
this section, each of the simulation components and results is
described (see Table 1).

4.1. Block turn-over simulation

4.1.1. Simulation components
The block turn-over operation is the turning over of a block

weighing approximately 350 tons using one floating crane and two
crawler cranes. The floating crane is a piece of equipment that can

Fig. 13. Simplification and idealization of the block and crane models for the dynamic analysis.

Fig. 14. Touch-up and texture mapping of the block and crane models for VR.
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pull up heavy blocks on seawater using buoyancy with a maximum
weight of 1800 tons, and the two crawler cranes can lift up to 900
tons. The principal dimensions of the block and the cranes are
shown in Table 2.

Fig. 11 shows both the block turn-over operation in the real
world and the collaborative simulation for the block turn-over
operation in the virtual world.

In the real world, to complete a block turn-over operation, a
minimum of four operators are required, as follows: one floating-
crane operator, two crawler-crane operators, and one outside
worker. The outside worker observes the overall situation and in-
structs the crane operators. Usually, more than one outside worker
participates in a real operation; however, for simplicity, operations
with only one outside worker are considered for this study, and
therefore a total of four workers should be included in the same
virtual world. Fig. 12 shows the simulation components for the
block turn-over operation for which four workers are involved.

The two simulation components of each operator are a VR scene
and a control device. All of the simulation components share one
dynamic-analysis component. The HMD is used for the positional
tracking that can trace the operator's actual head movements, and
each of these can be converted into a signal that allows the oper-
ators to change their VR view.

4.1.2. Modeling
For the dynamics analysis and the VR, the block and crane

models are required. These models can be exported from the
shipbuilding CAD program, but the numerous constituent meshes
that are not necessarily important in the dynamic simulation
deteriorate the performance of the simulation; therefore, the
simplification and idealization of the meshes are required. Fig. 13
shows the simplification and idealization of the block and crane
models for the dynamic analysis.

Meanwhile, the VR model should be created with greater detail
compared with the dynamic-analysis model; therefore, touch-up

and texture mapping are applied on the block and crane models
to create a more realistic VR scene. Moreover, to establish operation
scenes that are as real as possible, the addition of ocean, sky, sun-
shine, shadows, and other render effects have been added, and the
shipyard layout consists of other equipment, buildings, and so on.
Fig. 14 shows the touch-up and texture mapping of the block and
crane models for VR.

4.1.3. Operation procedure
The operational procedure is composed of the nine stages that

are shown in Fig. 15. The block is erected vertically in stages 1, 2,
and 3, and becomes rotated 180� in stages 4, 5, and 6. Two crawler
cranes pull the block to make it horizontal in stages 7 and 8. The
block is laid down on the ground in stage 9. The detailed opera-
tional procedure of each operator for the block turn-over is
described in Table 3.

4.1.4. Configuration of the integrated simulation
Use case diagram of block turn-over is also depicted as shown in

Fig. 16.
Outside worker gives a command based on the current block

position and orientation. According to outside worker's command,

Fig. 15. Operational procedure for the block turn-over.

Table 3
Operational procedure of each operator for the block turn-over.

Stage Crawler Crane 1 Crawler Crane 2 Floating Crane

1 Hoist up Hoist up Hoist up
2 Stop Stop Hoist up
3 Hoist down Hoist down Hoist up
4 Hoist down Hoist down Stop
5 Disconnection Disconnection 180-degree Rotation
6 Stop Stop Stop
7 Connection Connection Stop
8 Hoist up Hoist up Hoist down
9 Hoist down Hoist down Hoist down
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Fig. 16. Use case diagram for the block turn-over.

Table 4
Inputs and outputs of the simulation components.

Operator/PC Simulation components Input Output

X Dynamic analysis Hoisting up Hoisting down Wire speed
Connection
Disconnection
Rotation

Block motion
Crane motion
Hook motion
Wire tension

Floating-crane operator VR 1 (Display) Block motion
Crane motion
Hook motion
Wire tension

e

Control device 1 (Joystick) e Hoisting up Hoisting down Wire speed
Crawler-crane operator 1 VR 2 (HMD) Block motion

Crane motion
Hook motion
Wire tension
View Point

Positional tracking

Control device 2 (Joystick) e Hoisting up Hoisting down Wire speed
Crawler-crane operator 2 VR 3 (HMD) Block motion

Crane motion
Hook motion
Wire tension
View Point

Positional tracking

Control device3 (Joystick) e Hoisting up Hoisting down Wire speed
Outside worker VR 4 (Display) Block motion

Crane motion
Hook motion
Wire tension

e

Control device 4 (Keyboard þ Mouse) Connection
Disconnection
Rotation

X. Li et al. / International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering 11 (2019) 699e722 709



Fig. 17. Configuration for which the integrated simulation interface is used for the block turn-over.

Fig. 18. Implementation of the collaborative simulation of the block turn-over.
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Fig. 19. Collaborative-simulation results of the four workers.
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the crane operators control the wire ropes. Then, the wire ropes of
each crane are hoisted up and down to move the block.

Based on this use case diagram, we define the inputs and out-
puts of the nine simulation components Table 4 is a summary of the
inputs and outputs of the simulation components.

Fig. 17 also demonstrates the transmissions of the input and
outputs of the simulation components via the integrated simu-
lation interface. The control devices of the cranes send out sig-
nals to the adapters and the middleware (Fig. 17-(1), (2)). With
the FOM, the RTI recognizes that the data has been subscribed by
the adapter for the dynamic analysis; accordingly, the data from
the control devices are delivered for the dynamic analysis
(Fig. 17-(3), (4)). The dynamic analysis solves the equations of
motion and then sends the results to the adapter and the mid-
dleware (Fig. 17-(5), (6)). These motions and tensions are deliv-
ered to the VR components for the visualization of the simulation
results (Fig. 17-(7), (8)).

4.1.5. Implementation
Fig. 18 shows the implementation of the collaborative simula-

tion of the block turn-over for which one outside worker, one
floating-crane operator, and two crawler-crane operators are
involved.

4.1.6. Simulation results
The implementation of the collaborative simulation for the

block turn-over operation is successful. The simulation results of
the four workers are depicted in Fig. 19, in which the different
viewpoints of each worker are captured at each stage, as defined by
Fig. 15.

Fig. 20 shows the graph of the wire-rope tensions that were
measured for each crane hook during the operation.

At first, the wire-rope tension of the three cranes increased
because the wire rope was hoisted up. During stage 2, only the
wire-rope tension of the floating crane continued to increase

Fig. 20. Graph of the wire-rope tensions that were measured for each crane hook during the operation.

Table 5
Principal dimensions of the DCR and the offshore module.

Items DCR (dual-crane rig) Offshore module

Capacity (C) or Weight (W) 14,200 tons (C) 5000 tons (W)
Length x Breadth x Height 165m� 88m x 50m;

11.8me31.6m (draft)
83m� 32m x 39m
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Fig. 21. Offshore module installation in real and virtual worlds.

Fig. 22. Simulation components for the offshore module installation.
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because only the hoisting up of the floating crane continued, and
the crawler crane was hoisted down. After stage 6, the crawler
cranes connected the wire rope again, and they were hoisted up
to turn over the block; therefore, the wire-rope tensions of the
crawler cranes were increased. In the last stage, the tension of
crawler crane 2 dropped dramatically, and this is because the
worker operating crawler crane 2 hoisted down the wire more
quickly than the worker operating crawler crane 1. Such a
dangerous mistake can be detected by the collaborative simula-
tion that has been developed for this study. In addition, these
results provide advance warnings so that the safety of the real
operation is insured.

4.2. Offshore module installation

4.2.1. Simulation components
For the offshore module installation, a DCR (dual-crane rig)

weighing 14,200 tons was used to install an offshore module
weighing 5000 tons. The DCR allows for the simultaneous opera-
tion of two cranes. The principal dimensions of the DCR and the
offshore module are shown in Table 5.

Fig. 21 shows the offshore module installation in the real world
and the collaborative simulation in the virtual world.

In the real world, at least four operators, one DCR operator, two
crane operators, and one barge operator, are required to conduct
the offshore module installation. Fig. 22 shows the simulation
components for the offshore module installation where four
workers are involved.

The offshore module installation is the same as the block turn-
over simulation in that the two simulation components of each
operator are a VR scene and a control device, and all of the simu-
lation components share one dynamic-analysis component.

4.2.2. Modeling
The simplified dynamic-analysis model and the detailed VR

model are depicted in Fig. 23. To increase the performance of the
analysis, the models in the analysis are simplified; however, the VR
models still include textures like shadows and immersive envi-
ronments such as the sky and the sea.

4.2.3. Operational procedure
The operational procedure is composed of nine stages, as shown

in Fig. 24.
From stage 1 to stage 3, the offshore module is lifted from the

barge until it reaches a certain height. From stage 2 to stage 5, once
the block is lifted up, the barge is moved sideways to avoid a
collision with the crane. From stage 6 to stage 7, the DCR is moving
forward. When the offshore module is located in the upper direc-
tion of the sub-structure, the two DCR cranes start hoisting down.
Finally, the offshore module is laid on the sub-structure in stage 9.
The detailed operational procedure of each operator for the
offshore module installation is described in Table 6.

4.2.4. Configuration of the integrated simulation
Use case diagram of the offshore module installation is also

depicted as shown in Fig. 25.
The barge operator can see the overall view. Therefore, the barge

operator is in charge of giving commands to the other operators
based on the current position and orientation of the offshore
module. According to barge operator's command, the crane oper-
ators and DCR operator control the wire ropes and DCR,
respectively.

Based on this use case diagram, we define the inputs and
outputs of the nine simulation components. Table 7 is a sum-
mary of the inputs and the outputs of the simulation
components.

Fig. 23. The simplified dynamic-analysis model and the detailed VR model.
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Fig. 24. Operational procedure for the offshore module installation.
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Fig. 26 shows the configuration of the use of the integrated
simulation interface for the offshore module installation. The data
that are transmitted among the simulation components are the
same as the data of the previous application.

4.2.5. Simulation results
The conduction of the collaborative simulation for the offshore

module installation is successful. The simulation results of the four
workers are depicted in Fig. 27, inwhich the different viewpoints of
each worker are captured at each stage, as defined by Fig. 24.

Fig. 28 shows the graph of the wire-rope tensions of the DCR
crane 1 and the DCR crane 2 during the operation.

From stage 1 to stage 3, the wire-rope tensions increased since
thewire ropewas hoisted up. From stage 4 to stage 7, while the DCR
was moved to the sub-structure, the DCR motion induced the

change of the wire-rope tension. Finally, the wire-rope tensions
decreased when the offshore module was laid on the sub-structure.

Meanwhile, because the center of gravity of the offshore module
is not located at the center, the hoisting speed needs to be
controlled by the crane operators, otherwise the offshore module
will be lifted in a tilted state. Fig. 29 shows examples of the valid
and improper operations when the offshore module is lifted from
the barge. In these examples, the DCR crane 1 should have been
lifted slowly to maintain the position of the offshore module
horizontal.

5. Conclusion and future works

Many cranes were usually operated together to move or to erect
the huge block or offshore module. The operation was dynamically

Fig. 25. Use case diagram for the offshore module installation.

Table 6
Operational procedures of the offshore module installation.

Stage DCR (Dual-Crane Rig) DCR Crane 1 DCR Crane 2 Barge

1 Stop Hoist up Hoist up Stop
2 Stop Hoist up Hoist up Move sideways
3 Stop Hoist up Hoist up Move sideways
4 Stop Hoist up Hoist up Move sideways
5 Stop Stop Stop Move sideways
6 Move forward Stop Stop Stop
7 Move forward Stop Stop Stop
8 Stop Hoist down Hoist down Stop
9 Stop Hoist down Hoist down Stop
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Fig. 26. Configuration of the use of the integrated simulation interface for the offshore module installation.
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Fig. 27. Collaborative-simulation results of the four workers.
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Fig. 28. Graph of the wire-rope tensions that were measured for each crane hook during the operation.
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Fig. 29. Examples of the valid and improper operations when the offshore module is lifted from the barge.
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analyzed to prevent the risks in advance. However, existing analysis
methods couldn't consider the operator's effect and didn't support
cooperation among many workers. Therefore, this study proposed
an integrated collaborative-simulation method that was based on
the dynamic analysis that allowed multiple workers to operate
together in the virtual world. We defined four components such as
dynamic analysis for realistic motion, VR for immersive visualiza-
tion, control devices to give a control signal, and HLA-based inte-
grated simulation interface for data exchange through the
middleware. Especially, the integrated simulation interface allowed
to connect different simulation modules easily and to exchange
data efficiently. As a result, it was applied to the block turn-over
operation, and the offshore module installation was implemented
successfully. Four workers were involved in the same virtual world
and operated their own cranes as if they were in the real world.

The proposed method in this study can be used in various ways
in the shipyard or in the offshore. The operator who has less
experience can be trained. The production engineering who is in
charge of the operation can check the uncertainties of the operation
in advance and can give a warning to the operators before the real
operation. The developed applications can be used to other oper-
ations such as block lifting, erection, and turn-over by only
changing the crane type, block model, and the location. The
developed code such as wire hoisting system, barge motion, etc. or
a program for dynamic analysis can be reused easily by copying the
code or model defined in the dynamic analysis program. The
offshore installation was developed based on the block turn-over
simulation which was our first application.

The future research will focus on various shipbuilding and
offshore-installation applications. The dynamic-analysis perfor-
mance of the real-time simulation will be improved, even though a
single simulation could include the participation of many bodies. In
addition, an upgrading of the VR generation will produce a more-
immersive capability. Furthermore, feasible validation will be
conducted by shipyard and offshore operators to make our appli-
cation more practical.
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